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Vaccine shedding spreads disaster
to unvaccinated pregnant women?

by Jon Rappoport

by Jon Rappoport

February 18, 2022

(To join our email list, click here.)

Since the COVID vaccines were authorized, MANY women have
posted reports of disrupted and unusual menstrual cycles,
heavy bleeding, and miscarriages.

What’s more, some of these women state they haven’t received
the COVID vaccine, but they’ve been in close contact with
others who have been vaccinated—leading to the question:

Can the COVID RNA vaccine (which is actually an experimental
genetic treatment) “shed” something harmful that can be
passed from person to person?

Perhaps that sounds impossible, but…

What does Pfizer say about the dangers to pregnant women?

Let’s consider a key Pfizer document, describing procedures to
be followed in its clinical trial of the COVID vaccine. The
document is titled:

“A PHASE 1/2/3, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, RANDOMIZED,
OBSERVER-BLIND, DOSE-FINDING STUDY TO EVALUATE
THE SAFETY, TOLERABILITY, IMMUNOGENICITY, AND
EFFICACY OF SARS-COV-2RNA VACCINE CANDIDATES
AGAINST COVID-19 IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS.”

On page 67, we find a warning about potential adverse effects of
the vaccine. The abstruse term “study intervention” pops up. It
surely means “vaccination.” “Environmental exposure” means
contact with elements of the vaccine other than by injection.

Warning of adverse effect: “A female is found to be pregnant
while being exposed or having been exposed to study
intervention due to environmental exposure. Below are
examples of environmental exposure during pregnancy:”

“A female family member or healthcare provider reports that
she is pregnant after having been exposed to the study
intervention by inhalation or skin contact.”

“A male family member or healthcare provider who has been
exposed to the study intervention by inhalation or skin contact
then exposes his female partner prior to or around the time of
conception.”

These warnings, from the vaccine manufacturer, Pfizer, are
shocking. They imply that pregnant women can be harmed by
breathing in, or contacting by skin, the vaccine as it moves from
person to person. Which would be “shedding.”

And what is being transferred from person to person? What is
in the vaccine? Genetic material. RNA. RNA encapsulated in
toxic lipid nanoparticles.

The Pfizer document states that, if any of these “adverse events”
involving pregnant women occur during the clinical trial of the
vaccine, they must be reported.

Chilling.

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed,
click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX
REVEALED, EXIT FROM THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE
THE MATRIX, Jon was a candidate for a US Congressional seat in
the 29th District of California. He maintains a consulting practice
for private clients, the purpose of which is the expansion of
personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles
on politics, medicine, and health for CBS Healthwatch, LA
Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern, and other newspapers and
magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has delivered lectures and
seminars on global politics, health, logic, and creative power to
audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free
NoMoreFakeNews emails here or his free
OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.
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Opie Poik says:

The Female Reproductive Issues in VAERS – why is this even a thing? 5
month old Girls do NOT Menstruate!
http://www.neutralizenaturally.com/the-female-reproductive-issues-in-
vaers-why-is-this-even-a-thing-5-month-old-girls-do-not-menstruate/

Funeral Directors and Embalmers Alarmed By Weird, Freakishly Large
Blood Clots Clogging Veins in Vaccinated Bodies
https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/funeral-directors-and-
embalmers-alarmed-by-weird-freakishly-large-blood-clots-clogging-
veins-in-vaccinated-bodies/

The truth is out there.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz2wnSVeITg
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Opie Poik says:
February 18, 2022 at 12:51 pm

Scotland Will HIDE Vaccinated And Boosted Deaths

https://thecovidworld.com/scotland-will-hide-vaccinated-and-
boosted-deaths/

Yes, You Can Detox From COVID “Vaccine” Spike Proteins:
Here’s How

https://thecovidworld.com/yes-you-can-detox-from-covid-
vaccine-spike-proteins-heres-how/

“Letter from a Coerced Mother
Teacher unions are not qualified to set public health policy”, by
Robert W Malone MD, MS

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/letter-from-a-coerced-
mother
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Roger welsh says:

Please Jon, will you put this mRNA injection in parenthesis when using
the word , “vaccine”.

It is not, by definition, a vaccine. A vaccine must contain the pathogen
which stimulates immunity in the recipient.

Using the word “vaccine” helps the evil ones perpetuate the inference that
it is good. It is, by definition, with the adverse effects, a poison.
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STARR says:
February 18, 2022 at 12:55 pm

All “vaccines” have ALWAYS been POISON. ALL OF THEM.
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Siouxma says:
February 18, 2022 at 1:42 pm

I agree – I use the term ‘Inoculate’ as we have no idea what all us
in this crap or if everyone is even getting the same thing. I suspect
not. Some are getting placebos, and some are given the Killshot.

Truth is, We the Peasants have all been living under a massive
Vaccine Mandate for decades starting with inoculating ALL
Newborns for hepB due to worries over druggie moms, and all the
rest of the Vaccine Schedule as a condition to go to school. None
of these “vaccines” are necessary. These so-called Childhood
disease deaths were greatly done in the 1930s-1940s without the
“benefit of Jabs.” There are treatments if you do get sick, but
mostly you just have to wait it out and heal yourself. No money in
that for the BigPharma/ Medical Mafia Cartel.

It’s beyond RICO Time!
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Mootart says:
February 18, 2022 at 3:02 pm

Yes, agree 100% that “vaccines” are mythology. Never
gave this subject any thought until 2020 and after doing
research I have concluded that sanitation, nutrition and
electricity are what rid the world of the deadly diseases.

There are widely available PDF books for research such as
“The Poison Needle” by Elanor McBean and “Dissolving
Illusions” by Suzanne Humphries. Also, Vernon Coleman
has a number of free PDF’s from his research.

Bottom line is that there is no money in promoting health
only a pill/shot for every ailment.

I believe the free market still the best economic system but
big Pharma is a giant wart that needs to be removed.

As Sherry Tenpenny as stated, if humanity survives then
future generations will regard vaccination as a bizarre
barbaric ritual of this time period.
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Paul says:

“I don’t know what you’re talking about!”

~ TF
Temperature Fahrenheit
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David M Pelly says:

Jon,

Stop using the term “COVID RNA vaccine” (which is actually an
experimental genetic treatment.)

That it is a lie. There is nothing experimental about it!

It is a deliberatly / intentionally, designed lethal injection,cleverly
designed to maim or kill you sooner or later with as many shots as
necessary. With some injections being harmless saline solutions, to make
some people think they are safe and tell others they are safe. It is actually
much more nefariously complex than that.
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Frances Leader says:

I am alarmed that this was not understood earlier.

I had sight of the criteria for the Pfizer trials & pregnant women were
expressly excluded.

The candidates for the trials were advised not to try for a baby while they
were involved and to avoid contact with pregnant women.

I was horrified when Doctors & Media started advising pregnant women
to get vaccinated…. there have been no trials including either them or
children under 6 years.
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Tom Bernard says:

I keep wondering if the mRNA process has been altered, and perhaps a
larger ‘experiment’ is taking place… The huge amounts of deaths in
Massachusetts would suggest that batches of ‘vaccines’ are mixed
differently… I’m no wizard for sure, but I doubt Big Pharma, Gates, etc,
feel any need for honesty… and they certainly don’t appear concerned
with being prosecuted… Maybe it’s an experiment with chip placement
through vaccination, and ingredients are being tested… I just don’t
believe these injection have the slightest thing to do with any virus.
Human health has never been their goal.
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Mariel says:

Jon, remember that Pfizer report to FDA on 1223 confirmed dead people
in first 90 days of “vaccine” rollout? Report which they ordered FDA to
keep secret for 50 years until everybody alive now will not be around.
While NYTimes kept silent all along.

Nothing coming from these criminals surprises me.

In fact, they admit that it is not vaccine but instead they experiment on
people. We made it an automatic crime after truth came out at
Nuremberg trials. We are at square one, again. Each consecutive
generation must indeed keep their government in check.
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MrLiberty says:

What effects have been seen by others in the general “pure blood”
population with regards to shedding from the gullible sheep? I do my best
to avoid close contact with anyone these days out of fear of their
shedding, but what should we be looking for?
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Lois Macaulay says:

Thomas Meyer, the anthroposophist wth a section on Solari, reported
findings from 3 groups of psychically skilled therapists in Europe. They
identify a being, an entity, who enters the body of the injected. Thus a
spiritual entity could be passing from one person to another. That is a
different level from inhaling physical particles. The other things they
reported – the separation of the angel from the person, the separation of
the higher self and installation of the double into the centre of the body,
an entity composing the untransformed soul elements that usually walks
beside, and much more. These point to a design by beings who can
manipulate the spiritual components of the human – something beyond
our materialist scientists.
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Rhonda says:

Simple Affordable Preventives Curatives. — For Perpetual Immune
System Defense.

DMSO

https://fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/dmso-the-real-miracle-
solution/133825

AND — CDS — (MMS)

https://drsircus.com/general/the-perfect-water-medicine/

Flu shots (Others?) have been transmitting shedding sense 2017-18 flu
season, dod you are 36% more likely to get “Sars2Civid19” in 2018 from
the seasonal flu shot, some countries as high as 72%. “FLU OUTBREAKS”
are known to be highest in highest (cough cough, sneeze) inoculated
areas. Looks like “they” have been perfecting the nastiest elements of
these shots (HpV Infertility) for a while. Graphene… found in flu shots.
Signage in hospice nursing homes ICU’S use to state “if you have had a
vaccine in the last 7 weeks, do not visit. Suggestions of Marburg, Aids…
vaccines are on stand by.
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Marie says:

This is so off topic but it dawned on me that u.s citizens can tell TD bank
that they will support the truckers by closing their accounts. You have to
think globally because they do. I am sure there are other avenues as well
but the bankers will be pissed.
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Jason says:

There isn’t a huge amount of direct evidence of the amount of spike
protein that the jabs induce the body to make. Of what I recall seeing, it
was proxy evidence by antibody measurement [questionable reliability].
The chances of enough being made in the body to be transferred to
another person I would say would be the square root of feck all. The text
you quote is just Pfizer lawyers covering their asses.

February 18, 2022 at 5:22 pm
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you quote is just Pfizer lawyers covering their asses.
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Roundball Shaman says:

“What do (They) say about the dangers to pregnant women?”

‘We have NO legal liability. Sorry, ladies! Nah-Nah-Nah-Nah! We can put
any kind of crap we wish into our toxic offerings and we can spread
enough money around The Capital to force this garbage into You and
Your Little One To Be forever and you can’t do a damn thing about it!’

‘And we have LOTS of ways of doing you in – directly and indirectly. You
are a burden to Our Planet. Yes, OUR Planet. We own it. We bought it.
We rule it.’

‘We have allowed you to pollute Our Planet for way too long. Everyone
likes to have a clean house. So, we are CLEANING HOUSE. Some of you
are even still homemakers and actually do housework. You know the
value of a clean house. You should be on our side!’

‘By the way, did you ever stop to think about the kind of World your child
would be born in to now? A World of frequent and endless arm injections
with all kinds of horrible potions going into your offspring like the flow of
a toxic river from Hell? A World where you cannot speak without
permission? A World of nothing but following The Approved Crowd who
will cancel You and turn You in for punishment for the slightest deviation
of thought, word, and deed? Come now! Is THAT what you really wanted
for your Little One?’

‘Look, we’ve doing you a favor. One day you’ll come to know that We are
right. All along, You were just Our guests here on this Planet. But like that
Uncle and Aunt who stay too long for a visit that never seems to end, it’s
time to move you along so We can Build Back Better For Us And Not
You.’

Nelson Mandela once said, “There can be no keener revelation of a
society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children.”

Weep for the Children. Children born on a yesterday, born today, and
most of all, for those who might make it in a Tomorrow.
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Need A Ladder says:

Actually the idea that this is genetic manipulation exists not a proven fact,
it should be viewed as another computer simulation as these are merely
claims as much as the claims any virus exists and……..

OMG no one is noticing the Godzilla in the room.

The chemical fumes from these new putrid disinfectants being sprayed
indoors 24/7/365.25 breathing those in is doing ungodly damage.
Everyone is running around crazy and no one points this out. How many
women work?

The injections also are placebos for all we know 95% of the population
gets placebos. The mRNA product if it is in the injection can be from 5,
10, 20, 30, and 100 micrograms. Experiment has not finished and will not
until they either pull this crap off the market or 2023 comes along, maybe
to 2024.

Has anyone even calculated what a microgram is? It’s 0.00000353 ounce
or 1/10,000 of a gram.

That is 129,178,470 times smaller than a pound of rice.

Highest dose amount then would be 1/100th of a gram. The mRNA
chemical would be like the amount left in the air after 1 year of a building
pre-covid lunacy where they did not spray disinfectant obsessively
compulsively and it had chance to air out there would be so little in
micrograms to speak of probably zero to .0000000001 gram in the air.

This spraying of chemical disinfectants is entirely unnecessary and is
HARMFUL. Read the labels of these ones for home use! Danger!

And with all this spraying and cleaning mania with such chemicals with
what I was told was strong but horrible quality hospital type that EATS
AWAY at ceramic flooring it’s so corrosive these dangerous chemicals in
the disinfectant in places that did not have that kind of air filtering,
chemicals which smelled like China’s chemical waste and tires reused to
get rid of it and make disinfectant to kill viruses that are not living things,
the amounts of that chemical constantly floating around in the air and
being reintroduced in the air non-stop would be coating the lungs and
flowing like a stream through the blood in amounts totaling maybe
hundreds of thousands of millions of times what little ALLEGED RNA
manipulation would be there in a shot, two shots, or three shots. It’s also
being absorbed into our foods!

In 2020 the chemical disinfectant fumes were so bad in one mall and
huge number of office parks and businesses in one area of Los Angeles
driving by on the freeway it could be noticed from inside the car!

The public was being GASSED! Still is! Gee maybe THAT’S what’s doing
it ya think. That could even be the bigger conspiracy!

As that gets exposed let’s watch Congress give all the scumbags another
$666 billion to study that, or maybe we could just use our heads for a
change and stop focusing all our energy on the shots and have a
discussion with Godzilla and take some selfies as that would reduce stress
as we realize he’s actually nicer than we jumped to conclusions and is on
our side and will protect us from Pfauci.

Oh and what else was not measured is stress and what that does to the
body. Test constantly for bacteriological soup but not one stress test
administered. How’s that new improved government run health care
workin’ out for ya? What do you mean it’s causing more stress! Stress
kills and causes periods at the end of sentences.
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Jarrod says:

My experience is just one anecdotal data point, but a significant one, I
suspect.

My 37 year old girlfriend (of 17 years) works at Hospice, so declining the
jab has been a very difficult ordeal for her. She has managed to stay
uninjected despite very high vax uptake in her work colleagues, a job that
mostly consists of close quarters office working environment (as opposed
to face to face work with Hospice patients). She is a bereavement
counselor, so most of her job is indoor intimate contact with colleagues
sat at computers, as well as sessions with relatives of deceased patients.

When her coworkers got injected en masse, she immediately noticed
disruption of her menses, which for her was unprecedentedly heavy and
painful. Keep in mind this was independent of her having any prior
knowledge that this was a problem being widely reported. Menstrual
disruption was an issue that began to be reported by other women around
her office as well (which is 95%+ female, only the janitor and CEO are
male).

Additionally, she began to develop cysts in her breasts, an issue that also
simultaneously occurred in her secretary, and she also began to get
frequent migraine headaches. These issues were absolutely temporally
concurrent with the injection of a significant majority of her colleagues.

But it gets worse. One of the “cysts” failed to go away, and we recently
discovered that it is a very aggressive case of breast cancer, one that is
commonly associated with hormonal disruption. The odd thing is that the
type, invasive lobular carcinoma, is not known to be ultra aggressive, yet
her particular cancer very quickly grew to the size of a strawberry, which
apparently was much larger than expected. An MRI revealed 3 more
trouble spots as well, but thankfully the cancer has not spread anywhere
else in her body.

I realize causation is very hard to establish with these shots, but I’m
telling you, AS SOON AS her coworkers got injected the trouble began, all
related to reproductive health. My girlfriend is nowhere near as in tune
with these issues as I am, and in fact she tires of my incessant droning
about Covid tyranny and all the shenanigans with mRNA gene therapies,
but even still, if you ask her: “Is your cancer and other issues related to
the injection of your coworkers?” Her answer is unequivocally “Yes.” S

o when we compare health outcomes in vax vs unvax, please keep in mind
that it’s more complicated than that. We need to look at overall rates of
health pre and post injection over the entire population, regardless of vax
status. I don’t mean to encourage fear, we’ve had far too much of that, but
we also need to get to the truth.
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